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At Tridonic our daily quest is to create perfect light. 2,300 experts on five continents are 

working tirelessly to control, regulate and operate lighting in exactly the way you want it. 

And we have been doing this for more than 60 years with enormous passion and in 

cooperation with you.

We put all our energy into your light.

Go to www.tridonic.com to find your personal contact at Tridonic.

Further information and ordering data:
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 f Facts and figures:

__  2,300 employees

__  Headquarters in Dornbirn 

__  30 separate branch offices

__  A presence on six continents

__  More than 570 inventions

__  More than 2,000 patents

__  New products account for more 

than 40% of the total
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We put all 
our energy into 
your light.

Tridonic has been involved in the quest for perfect light 

for more than 60 years. Our focus is on achieving better 

lighting with more and more advanced components, 

improving the reliability and safety of lighting systems 

still further and making a real contribution to climate 

protection. It is our unique expertise that enables us 

to achieve our prime objective, namely of helping you 

install lighting solutions that are unbeatable in terms of 

economy and functionality. 

And what drives us above all is our great passion for 

light and lighting. In combination with our experience 

and in-depth knowledge of the lighting industry, this 

passion has led to an ever expanding portfolio of 

 products – from lighting components, lighting manage-

ment systems, LEDs and OLEDs. In combination with 

our service expertise, it motivates us to support you in 

all phases of the project as a partner you can rely on. 

Wherever you are in the world. With a total of 2,300 

employees in 30 separate branch offices and a dense 

network of established sales partners, Tridonic is always 

nearby – at any of 73 locations throughout the world.
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Enlighting your ideas

"I want a light, which perfectly 
adapts itself to the style of my 
lighting application."
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We put all 
our energy into 
your light.

Tridonic has been involved in the quest for perfect light 

for more than 60 years. Our focus is on achieving better 

lighting with more and more advanced components, 

improving the reliability and safety of lighting systems 

still further and making a real contribution to climate 

protection. It is our unique expertise that enables us 

to achieve our prime objective, namely of helping you 

install lighting solutions that are unbeatable in terms of 

economy and functionality. 

And what drives us above all is our great passion for 

light and lighting. In combination with our experience 

and in-depth knowledge of the lighting industry, this 

passion has led to an ever expanding portfolio of 

 products – from lighting components, lighting manage-

ment systems LEDs and OLEDs. In combination with 

our service expertise, it motivates us to support you in 

all phases of the project as a partner you can rely on. 

Wherever you are in the world. With a total of 2,300 

employees in 30 separate branch offices and a dense 

network of established sales partners, Tridonic is always 

nearby – at any of 73 locations throughout the world.

Quality

Tridonic is synonymous throughout the world 

for products that combine reliability with 

state-of-the-art functionality.

Expertise

Our in-depth know-how and extensive 

knowledge of the lighting industry make us 

your expert in all aspects of light and lighting.

Close customer contact

You are our focus. We want not only to supply 

you with the best possible equipment but also 

to support you every step of the way.

Start into the next era of lighting with us: With 
Tridonic's organic light emitting diodes you 
design your innovative lighting application – 
homogeneous, area light and in an extremely 
thin design.

By launching innovative OLED lighting modules in the Tridonic product 

portfolio, lives up to its aspiration to be an internationally recognised 

innovation partner for luminaire manufacturers and project partners.

With our OLED product portfolio we offer you the perfect combination of new

light technology and an innovative integration solution for your application –

you will find the right functionality for every requirement.

 h We provide you with an OLED module system, which is characterised

 by optimum interaction of optics, mechanics and electronics. This  

 means you obtain an integrated OLED lighting solution out of one  

 hand.

High-quality light generation and extremely 

flat: OLED lighting modules from Tridonic
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OLED technology

Enormous potential 
for a bright future

7

OLEDs are suitable for a wide range of products in 

which light can be incorporated – as transparent lighting 

elements in windows to replace natural daylight, as 

thin lighting elements in walls for enhancing the look of 

architecture or as an integrated part of furniture or room 

dividers. These are certainly fascinating lighting solutions 

and there is still plenty of scope for visionaries.

What’s more, OLEDs with their area light and LED point 

light sources offer enormous potential for energy-efficient 

lighting and can therefore help meet the requirement of 

the European Council to reduce CO
2
 emissions in Europe 

by at least 20 % by the year 2020.

OLED: Area light is added to point light

The future belongs to semiconductor light. But not just 

as crystalline LED point light sources. There will also 

be organic light emitting diodes which thanks to their 

two-dimensional nature and their diffuse light will enable 

designers to create completely new types of luminaires.

In contrast to LED point light sources, organic light emit-

ting diodes (OLEDs) are still in their infancy. This relates 

to their technical properties such as luminous efficacy 

and lifespan but also to the cost of OLED elements. Even 

today, however, it is possible to see the huge potential of 

OLEDs for new luminaire designs and as a source of in-

spiration not only for classic luminaire manufacturers but 

also for lighting designers and artists. The possibilities of 

these light sources go way beyond the classic applica-

tions – everything from designer luminaires and accent 

lighting to office lighting – opening up a much greater 

application scope. 

Light emitting diodes have a very bright future. 
The potential is huge and the possibilities 
endless. The OLED technology opens up new 
perspectives in the design of future-oriented 
lighting systems.
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OLED technology

Enormous potential for a bright future

Brilliant and absolutely flat

From the purely technical point of view, both OLEDs and 

LEDs are semiconductors that convert electric current 

into light. While LEDs produce a point of light based on a 

tiny light-emitting chip, OLED panels are an area of diffu-

se light. Several differently doped organic semiconductor 

layers are vapour-deposited on glass between an alumi-

nium electrode as the cathode and an indium tin oxide 

(ITO) anode. Current flows through this “stack” between 

the two electrodes. The light colour can be influenced 

according to the materials chosen and the doping of the 

layers.

The entire light-emitting layer of an OLED is around 

400 nm thick – that is one hundredth of the thickness of 

human hair. In all, the area light source has a thickness of 

less than 2 mm.

When they are switched off, OLEDs may be mirroring, 

neutral white or transparent, depending on the basic 

material. In addition to OLEDs on rigid carrier material 

such as glass, flexible versions will be developed in the 

future. The challenge here is that the entire system must 

be absolutely air-tight and water-tight – right throughout 

its life.

To limit the voltage drop, several OLEDs are connected 

in series to create larger areas. At the present stage of 

development, it is best to limit the size of the individu-

al elements to no more than 10 cm x 10 cm to 15 cm x 

15 cm. The result is what is known as OLED tiles.

OLED modules are characterised by glare-free light and 

uniform luminance distribution, small mounting heights 

and simple robust connections. The light source emits 

heat across its entire surface so there is no need for a 

heat sink. Even heat-sensitive objects can therefore be 

illuminated safely. At a CRI between 80 and 90, colour 

rendering is excellent. A broad spectrum of light colours 

can be produced by doing the semiconductor layers 

appropriately.

A wide range of applications

OLED modules offer so many possible applications, 

including ones that have not even been conceived yet. 

Thanks to their simple control, they are suitable not only 

for ultra low-profile luminaires but also for a wide range of 

intelligent lighting solutions – everything from dimming to 

scenario programming. OLEDs with transparent surfaces, 

in addition to those with milky diffuse surfaces, hold out 

the promise of some unusual lighting installations. For 

example they could be integrated in mirror systems.

Since OLED-based luminaires do not need any reflectors 

the luminous efficacy of the surface is the same as that of 

the entire system. There is also no need for lens systems 

which point light sources require in order to distribute the 

light. Semiconductor light from diffuse area light sources 

have the potential for providing the basis for fascinating 

and highly efficient lighting systems characterised by a 

complete lack of glare.

OLEDs have huge potential in a large number of appli-

cations. They are extremely thin and can be manufactu-

red in almost any shape on substrates. This exceptional 

versatility in terms of design and application makes them 

very attractive to designers, luminaire manufacturers and 

end users. We will know in the near future what output 

can be expected from these area light sources. However, 

a few OLED luminaires have already been designed that 

demonstrate their possibilities.
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OLED technology

Enormous potential for a bright future

Natural colour rendering

The warm white light of OLEDs has a broad wavelength 

spectrum and excellent colour rendering with a CRI in 

excess of 80.

Area lighting

Organic light emitting diodes are the first genuine area 

light sources. They produce high-quality diffuse light with 

no glare.

Low-profie design

OLEDs provide the basis for extremely thin, lightweight 

and, at some stage in the future, large-scale lighting 

solutions, only 2 mm thick and with excellent uniformity.

 f At a glance: OLED

__ High efficiency

__ High luminance

__ Extremely low-profile design

__ Excellent colour rendering

__ Uniform glare-free light

__ Low weight

__ Low surface heating

Design potential

With OLED panels it is possible to create free-form 

lighting or in the future on flexible carrier materials. There 

is no need to be restricted to square formats. What’s 

more, predefined zones on the light-emitting surface can 

be individually controlled, making this type of light source 

suitable for display systems for example. Touch sensi-

tivity and transparent semiconductor elements provide 

further scope for creativity. Designers will have more 

freedom than ever before. The possibilities are endless.
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OLED product portfolio

Innovative lighting and design 
with organic light emitting diodes

Score a hit with new design 
freedom, surprising lighting 
applications, large area, 
homogeneous and highly 
efficient light sources: The 
extremely flat OLED modules 
smooth the way for you to draw 
up creative lighting concepts 
and to overcome conventions 
that have applied to date. 

Assuming you are planning extravagant contract lighting, 

for example, an exhibition room with glass show cabinets 

for valuable manuscripts. Here it is decisively important 

to achieve the right light effect:

It influences perception of space, must produce emotions 

and push the exhibits into the focus of the viewer. 

Nonetheless, it is also important to avoid disturbing reflex 

glare caused by point light sources.

Here the LUREON modules are virtually predestined as 

integrated glass show cabinet lighting. Due to their flat 

design and diffuse light effect they are perfectly suited to 

subtle staging of the exhibits.

In addition, the OLEDs do not emit any UV radiation and 

therefore protect the sensitive exhibits. Combined with 

unobtrusive orientation lighting, which can be implemen-

ted with elegant LUCEOS modules, and supplemented 

with individually positioned OLED pendant luminaires, the 

result is an amazing light concept.

Flat design for more 

flexibility and lightness

Efficient OLEDs for professional 

lighting applications

OLEDs in an elegant design 

for a pleasant atmosphere

OLEDmodule LUREON REP

OLEDmodule LUCEOS ROP

OLEDmodule LUREON REM
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OLEDmodule LUCEOS ROP

OLEDs in an elegant design for a pleasant 
atmosphere

Extraordinary light design based on innovative 
technologies: We enable new and variable 
styles. 
LUCEOS ROP modules are especially suitable 
for decorative lighting applications and offer 
enormous flexibility.

 

Intelligent system design

The LUCEOS ROP product range includes an optimised 

magnetic holder system. This facilitates flexibility 

enormously and therefore increases the possibility of 

extending modular lighting applications. Therefore, in 

interaction with the geometrically interesting shapes of 

this series, refined design solutions can be implemented. 

The magnetic system also simplifies integration and the 

replacement of OLED modules in lighting applications.

Due to this high system performance, ideal free space 

is opened up for the future developments of designers, 

luminaire manufacturers, light planners and architects.

The multi-talent

From the elegant desk luminaire to localised light accen-

tuation positioned in the wall through to large area effect 

lighting – the LUCEOS ROP product range will meet your 

requirements and convince you through its optimum 

interaction of optics, mechanics and electronics.

The LUCEOS ROP series unites innovative approaches. 

This system involves a completely integrated OLED 

lighting module, available as a HEXAGONAL or ROUND 

type. The integrated driver electronics enable easy and 

flexible integration in numerous lighting applications. The 

dimmable modules are characterised by pleasantly warm 

white light and excellent colour rendering. LUCEOS ROP 

is the perfect combination of innovative light technology 

and elegant design.



Electronics:

__ Converters:

    Suitable converters with different 

functions are available for the 

operation of the modules.
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OLEDmodule LUCEOS ROP

OLEDs in an elegant design for a pleasant 
atmosphere

Optics

__ White Diffusor:

 The white diffusor ensures a uniform and neutral 

 appearance.

__ High-quality light generation:

 Excellent colour rendering with a CRI of over 80 and 

homogeneous, non-glare and area light ensure that 

LUCEOS produces a pleasant and agreeable light for 

people.

 f At a glance:

  OLEDmodule LUCEOS ROP series

__ Excellent colour rendering (CRI > 80)

__ Dimmable warm white light with 3,300 K

__ Homogeneous, non-glare and area light

__ High system efficiency of 35 lm/W

__ High luminous emittance of 6,000 lm/m²

__ Slim form factor (3.5 mm)

__ White diffusor for a uniform and neutral appearance

__ Optional integrated driver with PWM system

__ Optimised magnetic holder system

__ Robust PCB contacts

Mechanics:

__ Type:

 LUCEOS is available in a hexagonal and round design. Thanks to the 

slim form factor, there are no limits to the style of future luminaires.

__ Holder system:

    The optimised magnetic holder system enables a flexible module 

 configuration.

__ Contact:

    The modules are contacted via robust PCB contacts. 
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OLEDmodule LUREON REM

Flat design for more flexibility and lightness

The dimmable modules of the LUREON REM 
product range are captivating due to their 
extremely flat design: Used in filigree design 
luminaires or inconspicuous area lighting they 
skilfully highlight the OLED advantages.

 

More than mere lighting

The extremely thin design is a striking advantage of the 

OLED technology. At the same time, it causes us to look 

at the function of lighting systems to date in a complete-

ly new way. It is no longer merely a matter of the actual 

lighting. The flat LUREON REM modules are, for example, 

perfectly suited for integration in contract furniture or 

presentation walls – removing the need for external 

lighting of these objects.

Thanks to this new and definitely exciting design free-

dom, there are hardly any limits to the implementation of 

visionary ideas.

 

 

Flexible and extensive

Whether as a design orientated linear luminaire used in 

an office, as large area architectural lighting or as a 

completely integrated lighting ceiling or illuminated wall 

– the LUREON REM product range has primarily been 

developed for innovative lighting concepts.

Use of the LUREON REM products enables large area 

lighting applications to be achieved. The completely 

integrated OLED module system, with QUADRATIC and 

RECTANGULAR variants, impresses through its extremely 

flat overall height of less than 2.5 mm. Combination with 

an adaptive driver system very much simplifies use of the 

system in the respective lighting applications. LUREON 

REM offers the best preconditions for unique area 

lighting.
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OLEDmodule LUREON REM

Flat design for more flexibility and lightness

Optik:

__ White diffusor:

 The white diffuse surface ensures a uniform and 

 neutral appearance.

__ High-quality light generation:

   Excellent colour rendering with a CRI of over 80 and 

homogeneous, non-glare and area light ensure that 

LUREON REM produces a pleasant and agreeable 

light for people.

Mechanics:

__ Type:

 LUREON REM is available in a quadratic and 

 rectangular design.

 Different shape factors enable individual 

 implementation of lighting applications.

__ Backplane:

 The modules have a robust metal backplane for good 

heat coupling.

 f At a glance:

  OLEDmodule LUREON REM series

__ Different lighting formats with a single connection for 

flexible module assembly

__ Excellent colour rendering (CRI > 80)

__ Dimmable warm white light with 3,000 K

__ Homogeneous, non-glare and area light

__ High system efficiency of 40 lm/W

__ High luminous emittance of 9,000 lm/m²

__ Slim form factor (< 2.5 mm)

__ White diffuse surface for a uniform and neutral 

appearance

__ Adaptive driver system available

__ Robust metal backplane for improved heat contact

Electronics:

__ Converters:

    Suitable converters with different 

functions are available for the 

operation of the modules.
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OLEDmodule LUREON REP

Efficient OLEDs for professional 
lighting applications

Maximum performance, combined with an 
efficient and unique light: The entry of organic 
light into powerful lighting applications begins 
with LUREON REP.

 

Light in new dimensions

The typical application areas of the LUREON REP product 

range include professional linear luminaires and square 

illuminated areas with all kinds of different dimensions. 

Different mechanical integration solutions simplify the 

implementation of large area and powerful lighting 

applications. Here too, adaptive driver systems ensure 

smooth integration of the lighting modules.

The OLED era for professional lighting systems has begun. 

With their innovative properties, organic light emitting dio-

des will enable completely new approaches and effectively 

supplement existing technologies.

 

For the highest standards

Light systems to date, which set high luminance and 

efficiency requirements, are now provided with decisive 

technological advantages – LUREON REP is the first 

product range with innovative OLED features, which can 

be used in professional lighting applications.

With the quadratic shaped LUREON REP series, a fully 

integrated OLED module system is available with first-

class product properties. The system impresses through 

its high luminance and efficiency. This performance of the 

lighting module is also facilitated by optimised diffuse 

output coupling optics. The LUREON REP modules are 

used wherever a professional, homogeneous light is 

required.
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OLEDmodule LUREON REP

Efficient OLEDs for professional 
lighting applications

Optics:

__ Highly efficient output coupling optics:

 The highly efficient output coupling optics support the result of a highly 

qualified lighting system and the white diffuse surface ensures a uniform 

and neutral appearance.

__ High-quality light generation:

    Excellent colour rendering with a CRI of over 80 and homogeneous, 

 non-glare and area light ensure that LUREON REP produces a pleasant 

and agreeable light for people.

Mechanics:

__ Type:

 LUREON REP is available in a quadratic design. 

Thanks to the slim form factor, there are no limits to 

the style of future luminaires.

__ Contact:

 The modules are contacted via robust PCB contacts.

Electronics:

__ Converters:

    Suitable converters with different 

functions are available for the 

operation of the modules.

 f At a glance:

  OLEDmodule LUREON REP series

__ Efficient OLED modules (> 40 lm/W)

__ Excellent colour rendering (CRI > 80)

__ Dimmable neutral white light with 3,500 and 4,000 K

__ Homogeneous, non-glare and area light

__ High luminous emittance of 9,000 lm/m²

__ Slim form factor (< 3 mm)

__ White diffuse surface for a uniform and neutral 

appearance

__ Maximum utilisation of the illuminated area

__ Adaptive driver system available

__ Robust PCB contacts
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OLED expertise from Tridonic

Product portfolio

Property/ application
OLEDmodule
LUCEOS ROP

OLEDmodule
LUREON REM

OLEDmodule
LUREON REP

Type
Round f

Hexagonal f

Rectangular f

Quadratic f f

Rear material
PCB f f

Metal f

Application
Design objects, Design luminaires f f f

Presentation lighting f f

Large area lighting f

 h Technical details on this product can be found in the product leaflets or on  

 the data sheets (available to download from www.tridonic.com).

OLED lighting modules enable completely 
new integration solutions in all kinds of different 
lighting applications.
Whether you need OLEDs for a decorative light or for professional lighting

– with our OLED product portfolio you create an individual ambience in every

location and stage particular areas precisely as you want to.



Sustainability

OLED solutions product maximum light generation for mi-

nimum material use and therefore enable environmentally 

friendly, sustainable lighting solutions.

These properties, together with the high energy efficiency 

result in clear added value for conserving resources: Less 

energy use, emissions and environmental impact caused 

by the disposal of worn out light sources.

ecolution defines the basic behaviour and the thinking 

of Tridonic. Over the entire creation and life cycle of our 

products the focus is very much on environmental 

friendliness and economy. We see the constant impro-

vement of sutainability and the extension of the existing 

boundaries as special challenges. This is our driving 

force. We are setting new standards here, which go far 

beyond environmental protection pure and simple, and 

take our responsibilities very seriously – for the benefit 

of our employees, our customers, the environment and 

society in general, both now and with regard to future 

developments.

Efficient and resource-conserving

With energy-efficient lighting solutions, enormous energy 

saving potential can now be tapped, because worldwide, 

19 percent of electricity is used for lighting alone.

Our OLED products have convincing properties such as 

high degree of functionality, quality and performance. 

OLED modules enable 100 % use of the light generated 

without reduction through the use of reflectors. And at 

the same time they reduce energy costs compared to 

conventional light sources.

 f ecolution stands for:

__  action now to safeguard the environment 

and the climate in future

__  savings in natural resources

__ efficient products and energiy saving 

lighting control concepts

__  use of recyclable materials

__  increased return on investment

__  eco-friendly production and packaging

ecolution

Sustainability throughout the company

ecolution is synonymous with a strategy of 
holistic sustainability here which runs like a 
thread through all the divisions of our company. 

28
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